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5.6. Notarial Activity for the IV quarter of 2006 and for January-December  

 
According to the summary information of RA Ministry of Justice, for the IV quarter of 

2006 and for January-December respectively 101574 and 407491 cases were ratified in the 
system, levied government duty comprised 168.6 and 613.3 mln. drams. Levied government duty 
per certified transaction comprised respectively 1.7 and 1.5   thsd. drams.  

Main Indicators on Notarial Activity for the IV Quarter of 2006 
 

 Number of 
ratified cases, 

unit  

Levied 
government 

duty, 
 thsd. drams 

Ratification of agreements on real estate alienation  14623 47333.6
including  

Residential buildings or dwellings (with and without plots)  7065 34613.5
Only plots   5958 4773.6
Other       1600 7946.5

Ratification of agreements on real estate lease  2004 5041.5
including  

dwellings 216 334.0
only plots 901 519.0
other     887 4188.5

Ratification of agreements on gratuitous use of real estate  463 1714.5
including  

only plots 75 135.5
other    388 1579.0

Ratification of agreements on servitude 17 58.0
Ratification of other agreements on real estate, except mortgage  632 1648.0
Ratification of agreements on mortgage  5807 8174.0

including  
mortgage of real estate or hypothec of movables  4708 5146.5
other 1099 3027.5

Ratification of agreements on movables 9104 45079.1
including  

alienation of road transport means 8831 44037.1
other 273 1042.0

Ratification of other agreements 1116 2403.5
Certification of wills 1955 4026.0
Certification of warrants 10542 21457.9

including  
on right of ownership, use and disposal of real estate     2453 7161.9
on right of ownership, use and disposal of road transport means    1511 11158.0
other 6578 3138.0

Ratification of other transactions 931 1990.5
Provision of certificates on inheritance 4333 5431.0
Provision of certificates on right of ownership for due property dividend from total estate 522 527.9
Certification of copies of documents or their extracts 10915 4236.1
Certification of signatures on documents 25508 12838.6
Certification of translation of documents 13074 6544.5
Confirmation of the fact that citizen is alive 26 52.5
Identification of person and citizen in the photo 2 4.0
Total 101574 168561.2
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Main Indicators on Notarial Activity for January-December 2006 
 

 Number of 
ratified cases, 

unit 

Levied 
government 

duty, 
 thsd. drams 

Ratification of agreements on real estate alienation  49522 165889.1
including  

Residential buildings or dwellings (with and without plots)  25389 123357.5
Only plots   18701 15542.1
Other       5432 26989.5

Ratification of agreements on real estate lease  11929 20554.5
including  

dwellings 915 1092.5
only plots 7991 4857.5
other     3023 14604.5

Ratification of agreements on gratuitous use of real estate  1627 5860.0
including  

only plots 302 416.0
other     1325 5444.0

Ratification of agreements on servitude 52 117.5
Ratification of other agreements on real estate, except mortgage  2025 4793.5
Ratification of agreements on mortgage  16923 19697.0

including  
mortgage of real estate or hypothec of movables  14542 14851.0
other 2381 4846.0

Ratification of agreements on movables 32501 161257.1
including  

alienation of road transport means 31641 157762.1
other 860 3495.0

Ratification of other agreements 3719 7915.5
Certification of wills 7409 15068.0
Certification of warrants 40772 78500.1

including  
on right of ownership, use and disposal of real estate     9697 27037.5
on right of ownership, use and disposal of road transport means    5280 39254.0
other 25795 12208.6

Ratification of other transactions 3655 7728.2
Provision of certificates on inheritance 19108 20782.6
Provision of certificates on right of ownership for due property dividend from total estate 3170 2763.5
Certification of copies of documents or their extracts 44353 16584.3
Certification of signatures on documents 114654 57733.5
Certification of translation of documents 56000 27950.1
Confirmation of the fact that citizen is alive 69 125.0
Confirmation of the fact that citizen is in certain place 1 2.0
Identification of person and citizen in the photo 2 4.0
Total 407491 613325.5

 

Comparative Indicators on Notarial Activity for January-December 2006 
 

(increase /decrease signed by§-¦ ) 
Against  January-December, %  Total 

2003  2004   2005  
Number of ratified cases, unit  407491 35.0 22.8 5.5 
Levied government duty, mln. drams  613.3 9.6 1.1 - 2.5 
Levied government duty per certified transaction, thsd. 
drams  1.5 - 21.1 - 16.7 - 6.3 

 
 
  

 


